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Abstract: The process of modifying least squares computations by updating the covariance matrix has been used in 
control and signal processing for some time in the context of linear sequential filtering. Here we give an alternative 
derivation of the process and provide extensions to downdating. Our purpose is to develop algorithms that are 
amenable to implementation on modem multiprocessor architectures. In particular, the inverse Cholesky factor R-’ is 
considered and it is shown that R-’ can be updated (downdated) by applying the same sequence of orthogonal 
(hyperbolic) plane rotations that are used to update (downdate) R. We have attempted to provide some new insights 
into least squares modification processes and to suggest parallel algorithms for implementing Kalman type sequential 
filters in the analysis and solution of estimation problems in control and signal processing. 

1. Introduction 

The linear least squares problem is one of the oldest topics in applied mathematics; yet new 
applications and computational techniques are receiving ever increasing attention. Significantly 
these computations have numerous important applications throughout modern engineering and 
science [6]. 

Let X be a real m X n matrix with full column rank n and let s be a real m-vector. Then the 
linear least squares problem is to solve the possibly overdetermined system of equations 

xw=s 0 -1) 
by computing a particular vector w such that 

II 3 - xw II 0.2) 

is minimized. (Here and throughout this paper )] - 11. denotes the Euclidean norm.) 
In the past decade several algorithms have been proposed and analyzed [2,3,5,7,17,20-22, 

27,33,35,41,42,49] for solving a succession of problems after the addition or deletion of an 
equation (least squares observation) in (1.1). Such procedures are called least squares updating 
and downdating, respectively. These algorithms find applicability in a variety of applications (see 
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[6]), especially in the area of linear estimation and prediction in control and signal processing 
[1,5,9,10,30,33,35,39]. The applications are very broad here and encompass adaptive antennas 
and beamforming [42,48], data communications [lo], space navigation [5] and system identifica- 
tion [l], to name just a few. Our purpose in this paper is to consider fast algorithms for updating 
and downdating least squares problems using modern parallel architectures. 

The solution to the linear least squares problem (1.2) can be obtained by forming and solving 
the normal equations 

xTxw = xTs. 0.3) 

If R denotes the upper triangular Cholesky factor of XTX, i.e., RTR = XTX, then w is obtained 
by solving the triangular systems 

RTv = XTs, Rw=v 

where v is an intermediate vector. However, in most applications where accuracy and stability 
are important (see e.g., [5,25]), R is computed directly from X by a sequence of orthogonal 
transformations; that is, 

QX= [f], QTQ=I. 

Then setting 

Sl 

Q=[ I s 
s2 

(1.4a) 

(1.4b) 

where s1 is an n-vector, w satisfies the upper triangular system 

Rw=s,. 

Such schemes are called “square root” methods in the signal processing literature [1,5,30]. 
In many applications, for example in signal processing, very often it is required to recalculate 

w when observations (i.e., equations) are successively added to and/or deleted from the linear 
system (1.1). Here one wishes to add a row vector yT to X and/or delete a row vector zT from 
X. In these situations we seek to solve the modified least squares problem of minimizing 

1) s’ - x’w 1) (1.5) 

for the new least squares vector w ‘, where X’ denotes the result of adding yT to or deleting zT 
from X, and s’ denotes the corresponding modification to s. Clearly one should be able to 
compute w ’ by modifying the factors R and s1 in (1.4), without performing a complete 
refactorization of X’. In particular, algorithms involving 0( n2) rather than 0( mn2) multiplica- 
tions are sought. Also, in many applications, one considers the updating and downdating 
problems as separate processes, both of which occur at each recursive time step (see e.g., 
[2,3,11,42]). Rank two modifications arising in optimization applications are discussed in [14]. 

The updating problem can be described more fully as follows. Without loss of generality 
assume that the additional data vector y and scalar u for the equation 

yTw=u 

are appended to the end of X and s, forming 

x’= [y”‘], St= [;I. 
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It follows that 

X”X’ = XTX + yyT = RTR + yyT 

and thus the Cholesky factor of the updated matrix X, which we denote by U, can be calculated 
by applying orthogonal rotations to [$I in order to reduce the row vector yT to zero, aidescribed 
in [21]. Of course, the same orthogonal rotations are also applied to the vector [2] where sr is 
given by (1.4b). More precisely, if 

Q’[;] = [g,], Q'["b] = [:i] 0 4 

where Q”Q’ = I, then 

UTU = RTR + yyT = X’TX’. 

Consequently the updated least squares vector w’ is the solution to the triangular system 

uw’ = 3;. 

The least squares updating problem is known to be well-conditioned and the method 
described above for computing w ’ is known to be stable [20,21,25]. Generally the scheme for 
updating R to U using orthogonal plane rotations [21] requires 2n2 + O(n) multiplications. 
Alternate schemes for computing U requiring fewer multiplications have been devised [17,20,21]. 
These schemes can be derived in terms of a Cholesky factorization of the matrix 

Here 

I + aaT, a = RpTy. 

UTU=RTR+yyT=RT(I+aaT)R 

and if A is the Cholesky factor of I + aaT, i.e., A is upper triangular and 

ATA = I + aaT, 

then R’ = AR. A scheme based upon this approach can be implemented with :n’ + O(n) 
multiplications. Moreover, if an LA LT factorization of XTX is used, L unit lower triangular and 
A diagonal, then an updating algorithm can be implemented in n* + O(n) multiplications. But 
such schemes based upon the factorization of I + aaT generally achieve less accuracy than the 
orthogonal methods [17,38] and, moreover, are less amenable to parallel implementation 
[2,3,32,46]. The LALT factorization causes additional numerical difficulties [17,38] and al- 
gorithms involving this factorization will not be considered here. 

The downdating problem can be described in a si.milar manner. Here the purpose is to remove 
the effects of an observation on w; that is, to remove a row zT from X and a scalar q from S, 
corresponding to the equation 

zTw=7. 

Without loss of generality, suppose that zT is the last row of X, so that if X’ and s’ are the 
downdated factors in (l.l), then X’ and s’ are related to X and s by 

x=[$], s=[;]. 
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For the orthogonal factorization of X given by (1.4a), it follows that 

X’rX’ = R=R - zzT. 

Assuming that X’ retains full column rank, the downdating problem is now to use the Cholesky 
factor R of XTX to compute the downdated Cholesky factor of X’, which we denote by D. But 
now the orthogonal rotation scheme given for the updating problem does not apply directly due 
to the negative sign of zz T. An approach to downdating by the use of orthogonal transformations 
has been suggested by Saunders [43] (see also [21]), analyzed by Stewart [49] and implemented as 
Algorithm CHDD in LINPACK [15]. A more computationally efficient scheme for downdating 
R to D based upon hyperbolic rather than trigonometric rotations can be given. The scheme was 
originally suggested by Golub [22] for least squares downdating and its numerical properties 
have been investigated in [2] and [7]. 

For the purpose of reviewing the use of hyperbolic rotations for least squares downdating, we 
say that a matrix H is pseudo-orthogonal if 

HTSH = S 

for some signature matrix S = diag( _t 1). A special symmetric 2 X 2 pseudo-orthogonal matrix H 

can be written as 

H= 
[ 

cash 8 -sir& 8 
- sinh 6’ cash 0 I 

for any real 8, and corresponds to a 2 X 2 hyperbolic plane rotation. Here HTSH = S with 

S = [A_:]. It is well known (see [2,3,7,9,13,42]) that hyperbolic rotations can be used to zero 
selected components of a vector. A key observation is that a sequence of hyperbolic rotations can 
be found, resulting in a pseudo-orthogonal matrix H with respect to S = diag( I, - 1) so that 

where HTSH = S, and the downdated Cholesky factor D satisfies 

DTD = RTR - zzT. 

As with the updating calculations using orthogonal rotations, the downdated vector w ’ is now 
the solution to a triangular system, in this case 

Dw’ = s;. 

The hyberbolic downdating scheme just described has the same computational efficiency as 
the orthogonal updating scheme. The hyperbolic scheme requires in’ + O(n) fewer multiplica- 
tions than does the Algorithm CHDD in LINPACK. Moreover, recent analyses [2,7] have shown 
that downdating algorithms based upon hyperbolic rotations, when implemented appropriately, 
provide accuracy comparable to that of CHDD. Consequently, we will consider only the use of 
hyperbolic transformations for downdating least squares problems in this paper. 

It should also be noted that the number of multiplications required to compute D from R can 
be reduced to tn2 + O(n) multiplications (or even n2 + O(n) multiplications if the LA LT 
factorization is used). Such schemes can be derived in terms of the formation and Cholesky 
factorization of 

I - bbT, b = R-Tz, 
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and are based upon the observation that 

DTD=RTR=zzT=RT(I-bbT)R. 

But as mentioned earlier for updating, such alternate approaches generally can be expected to 
achieve less accuracy and less amenable to parallel implementation [2,13,41]. In particular, 
schemes based upon the LA LT again cause additional numerical difficulties and will not be 
considered in this paper. 

Each of the approaches described thus far to computing modified least squares solutions w’ to 
w involve updating or downdating the Cholesky factor R of X=X. One purpose of this paper is 
to describe precisely how corresponding orthogonal or hyperbolic transformations can be used to 
update or downdate the inverse, R-‘, of R instead of R itself (the orthogonal case is described 
by Morf and Kailath [39]). In many signal processing applications, an inverse orthogonal 
factorization of the Toeplitz autocorrelation matrix T results in the computation of R-’ rather 
than R (see e.g., [12,9]). The advantages of working with the inverse Cholesky factor are clear. 
Instead of backsolving a triangular system, a triangular matrix is multiplied by a vector, an 
extremely important consideration on modern multiprocessor architectures [12,32,46]. Moreover, 
one can more readily recover the covariances associated with the inverse of the normal equations 
matrix ( XTX)-’ = ( RTR)-’ = R-‘ReT. These covariances are important in signal processing 
(see e.g., [5,40]) as well as in many other least squares applications, such as geodetic computa- 
tions [23,24]. 

Sections 2 and 3 of this paper concern updating and downdating the inverse Cholesky factor 
R-‘. In particular, it is described how the same sequence of orthogonal or hyperbolic rotations 
used to compute the updated factor U and the downdated factor D from R can also be used to 
compute U-’ and D-’ from R-‘. In this regard, the following lemma connecting orthogonal 
and pseudo-orthogonal matrices will be quite useful. The lemma is stated in some generality and 
may be of independent interest. It is well known for the special case of n = 2 (cf., [13]). Similar 
results find useful applications in network and systems theory [50]. 

Lemma 1. Let Q denote an n X n matrix (n > 1) partitioned as 

Q=iT; [ 1 

where E is p X p and both E and K are nonsingular, and set 

FK-’ 

I 
K-l ’ 

W) 

(l-8) 
Then Q is orthogonal ( QTQ = I) if and only if H is pseudo-orthogonal ( HTSH = S) with respect to 

s= 

Moreover, letting X and Y denote matrices of dimensions p x k and (n - p) x k, respectively, 

(1.9) 

if and only if 

H[yx’]=[x;]. (1.10) 
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Proof. The forward direction of the proof can essentially be found in [41], as Theorem 1.3-3, and 
consequently only an outline will be given here. Assuming that Q is orthogonal, then it can be 
shown that HT,SH = S from the equations QTQ = QQT = 1. For example, E-‘FK-l + GKWTK-’ 
= 0 and KeTFTE-= + KeTK-'GT = 0 can be established using EG + FKT = 0. By using the 
latter equation as well as EET+FFT=Ip, one derives E-'E-TK-'G=I,,, and KeTFTFK-l- 
K-=K-I= - I, _p follows from the equation FTF + K TK = I,,_p. 

Next it is shown that if Q is orthogonal and (1.9) holds, then (1.10) follows for the 
pseudo-orthogonal matrix H. From (1.9) one has EX + FY = X' and GTX + KY = Y'. From the 
second equation we have Y = - K-'GTX + K-'Y' which verifies the second equation of (1.10). 
Substituting into the first equation of (1.9) and simplifying yields (E - FK-'GT)X + FK-'Y' = 
Y. It thus remains to show that E - FK-'GT = EeT. But this equation follows using the 
equations from Q’Q = I and so the forward direction of the lemma holds. 

The backward direction of the proof can be established in a similar manner. •I 

The previous lemma will be used in Sections 2 and 3 to discuss schemes for updating and 
downdating the inverse Cholesky factor, R-l. Section 4 contains a review of schemes for least 
squares updating and downdating without triangular solves, along with some comments on 
parallel implementations. 

2. Updating R-l 

In this section we review the work of Morf and Kailath [39] on how the same sequence of 
orthogonal transformations used to update the Cholesky factor R to U can be used to update 
R-l to U-l. It follows that if Q is an orthogonal matrix such that 

Q[y",.]=[g,]. 

then in fact 

Q[;=]= [ ST]> 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where y corresponds to the observation being added. It turns out that the vector u in (2.2) is 
related to the Kalman gain vector [1,5,33] arising in signal processing applications where such 
schemes are called square root methods. 

As before, R is the Cholesky factor of XTX, yT is the row vector being appended to X, 
forming X’ = [$I, and U is the Cholesky factor of XITX’, i.e., 

UTU=X'TX'=XTX+yyT=RTR+yyT. 

The following general lemma gives a useful expression for the Cholesky factor A of I + aaT, 
where a = ReTy in the case of interest, along with an expression for A-‘. It can also be found 
(in a slightly different formulation) in [21]. 

Lemma 2. Let a denote an n-vector and set 

(Yo=l, (Yk= 1+a:+ *** +a;, k=l,...,n. (2.3) 
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Then the Cholesky factor A of I + aaT is given by A = (a; j) with 

aiaj 

Qli-_1(Yi ’ 

i- 

i <j, 

ajj = 
ai 

(Yi-1 ’ 
i =j. 

Moreover the inverse, A - ‘, is given by A - ’ = ( a$]: “) with 

-___ > i <j, 
a<-‘) = 

IJ 

i =j. 

115 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Proof. The proof proceeds by direct verification that ATA = I + aaT and that A -‘A = I, with A 
and A-l given by (2.4) and (2.9, respectively (see [41]). q 

From Lemma 2 it follows immediately that for a = RpTy, the updated Cholesky factor U for 
R can be expressed as 

U=AR, (2.6) 

where A is given explicitly by (2.4). To see this, observe that 

UTu= R=R +yyT= RT(I+ aaT)R = (AR)=(AR) 

and that AR is upper triangular. 
There is an inherent connection between orthogonal and pseudo-orthogonal transformations 

in solving the Cholesky updating problem. We next derive explicit expressions for an 
matrix Q and a pseudo-orthogonal matrix H, with respect to S = diag( I,, - l), such 

Q[yRI]=[cq 
and 

H[(q = [y”‘l. 

orthogonal 
that 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The expressions we derive are based upon Lemma 1 and will lead to formal schemes for updating 
R-’ to U-‘. 

Theorem 3. The matrices Q and H in (2.7) and (2.8) are uniquely determined by R and y. 
Moreover 

‘;;i2 
1 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

where A is given by (2.4) and the vector a is the solution to RTa = y with S = 1/1-. 
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Proof. First, suppose Q in (2.7) is partitioned as 

where E is n X n, the same dimension as R. Then from 

[; r][;]= [Z]~ (2.11) 

yT = aTR, and U = AR we have 

AR= U=ER+fyT=ER+faTR, 

and thus 

A=E+faT. (2.12a) 

On the other hand, from (2.11) we have gTR = - kyT, therefore 

gT= -kyTR-'= -kaT. (2.12b) 

Next, from QTQ = I and (2.12b) it follows that f TE = - kgT = k2aT. Multiplying (2.12a) on the 
left by f T yields 

fTA=fTE+fTfaT=k ‘aT+fTfaT=(k2+fTf)aT=aT. 

But 

a= = a’( I + aaT> = aTATA 

1 + aTa I+ II a II 2 ’ 

and consequently 

fTzaTA-l= aTAT 

1 + II a It 2 

so that 

f =Aa/a2. 

Next, observe from k2 + f ‘f = 1 that 

k2=1_ aTa+(aTa)2 =L 

a4 a2 

so that 

k = l/6. 

Consequently from (2.12b) 

gT= -kyTRel= -kaT= -aT/a. 

Then from (2.12), 

E=A-faT=A(I-aaT/62)=A(ATA)-1 

so that 

E=A-T. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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Equations (2.13)-(2.16) now establish that Q is uniquely (if we choose k > 0) determined by R 
and y and is given by (2.9). The expression for H now follows immediately from Lemma 1. Cl 

It now follows that the same sequence of orthogonal transformations used to update R to U 
can be used to update R-’ to U-‘. 

Theorem 4. (See also Morf and Kailath [39]). Let R denote an n X n nonsingular upper triangular 
matrix and let y denote an n-vector. If Q denotes the product of a sequence of plane rotations used to 

solve the 

where U 

updating problem for R and yT, i.e. if 

Q[y:]=[iq 
is upper triangular, then 

Q[;T]=[;T] 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

where u is given by 

u= -R-‘a/S (2.19) 

with a = RPTy and 6 = /l + )I a (1’. 

The vector u in (2.19), which is obtained as a by-product of updating the inverse Cholesky 
factor, has a special significance in certain signal processing applications. In particular, a scaled 
form of u arises in the Kalman sequential filter which has been established as a fundamental tool 
in the analysis and solution of linear estimation problems (see, e.g. [1,5,30,33]). Consider the least 
squares problem (1.2) and suppose the observation 

yTw = D (2.20) 

is being added. Then the vector 

Kc (XTX)-lY 
1 +yT(xTx)_ly 

(2.21) 

is called the Kalman gain vector [33], It weights the predicted residual u - yTw, where w solves 
the original least squares problem (1.2). The solution w ’ to the updated problem is given by 

w’=w+ (o-yTw)K. (2.22) 

But now observe that since XTX= RTR and y = aRT, 

K= 
R-‘R-=y R-la =- 

l+ IIR-TylJ2 a2 ’ 

where S = \il + I( a [I 2 . Thus the Kalman gain vector K is a scaled form of u given in Theorem 4, 
namely 

K= -u/6. (2.23) 
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Moreover, it follows now from (2.22) and (2.23) that the updated least squares solution vector w’ 
is given by 

wI=w_ (VTW)U 
s * 

(2.24) 

We next proceed to describe the algorithm for updating the inverse Cholesky factor. The 
algorithm is based upon the application of orthogonal plane rotations to [$GT] to compute [,“;‘I. 

In Theorem 4 it was shown that the same sequence of orthogonal plane rotations used to 
update [5] to [$I can be applied to update [$‘I to [F’]. However, the upper triangular matrix R 
is generally not available so that in constructing the rotation parameters the data in R cannot be 
used. However, the vector a = ReTy contains all the information needed to compute the 
necessary rotation parameters. 

We consider Givens rotation matrices of the form 

I : 

. . . C -_s . . . 

G(i, j) = 
. . . s . . . C . . . 

I 

where the c and s entries are in the (i, i)th, (i, j)th, (j, i)th and (j, j)th positions and 
c2 + s2 = 1. It is a simple matter to zero a selected entry of a p-dimensional vector x using 
G(i, j). For example if xi # 0, then setting 

h=/m, c=xj/h, s=xi/h, 

it follows that the i th component of G( i, j)x is zero. 
We consider (n + 1) X (n + 1) orthogonal plane rotation matrices defined by 

I . . . . . . 

QkzG(k, n++ ‘** ck ‘;’ -sk 
. . . . . . 

. . . Sk *** ck 

where the ck and sk are chosen so that 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

The components ck and Sk are determined explicitly in the following lemma. 

Lemma 5. Let Q = Q, . . . Q,Q, be a product of orthogonal plane rotation matrices of the form 
(2.26), chosen so that 

e[ial=[il 
where a = RpTy and 6 = {ma as before. Then 

Q[,R,]=[;]. 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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Proof. The proof follows by direct verification. 0 

We are now ready to state the orthogonal plane rotation algorithm designed to update the 
lower triangular matrix RPT to UeT. 

Algorithm 0-IU (Orthogonal-Inverse Updating). Given R-’ and y: 
Step 1. Form the matrix-vector product 

a = RPTy. 

Step 2. For k = 1, . . . , n, determine orthogonal plane rotation matrices Qk of the form (2.25) so 
that 

en**-Q,Ql[ ;a]=[$ 
with 6 = \/m, and apply to [:;‘I forming 

We note the similarity of the general procedure of Algorithm 0-IU to an orthogonal 
downdating algorithm devised by Saunders [43] and analyzed by Stewart [49]. However, in our 
case the vector a need not be completely determined before Step 2 begins. Thus the computation 
of the components 

a,=(RPT),y, k=l,..., yt, 

where (R-T)k denotes the kth row of RPT, can be incorporated into Step 2. Moreover the 

Givens parameters ck and sk for Qk can be given explicitly as 

ck = (yk- r/(yk, Sk = - ak/ak, 

where LY,, = 1, (Ye = /l + a: + * . * +a;, k = 1,. . . , n. 

Observe that Step 1 of Algorithm 0-IU is ideally suited for implementation on parallel 
processors. It turns out that Step 2 is also amenable to parallel implementation (see [31,32]). 
Some comments on such parallel implementations are given in Section 4. 

It is easy to see that Algorithm 0-IU, based upon orthogonal plane rotations, can be 
implemented with $n2 + O(n) floating-point multiplications and trz 2 + O(n) floating-point 
additions. If, however, a generally less stable Cholesky-type algorithm based upon the implicit 
formation and factorization of I + aaT is used, then the number of multiplications can be 
reduced by the factor in’. In this scheme the computation of A -’ given in (2.5) is combined 
with the computation of UeT = A -TR-T. Th e Kalman gain vector also results as a by-product of 
these computations [5]. 

3. Downdating R -’ 

The downdating process for the Cholesky factor is similar in certain ways to the updating 
process and, consequently, we will omit several proofs and comments in this section. However, 
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some of the procedures are different and need explanation. Whereas orthogonal transformation 
matrices were used in updating, we will be concerned primarily with the case of pseudo-orthogo- 
nal hyperbolic transformation matrices in downdating. We show how the same sequence of 
hyperbolic rotations used to downdate R to D can be used to downdate R-’ to D-‘, thus 
extending the results in Section 2 and in [39] to downdating. In particular, if H is pseudo-or- 
thogonal with respect to S = diag( I,, - l), and 

H[;]=[$]y 
then 

H[R;T] = [;;‘I, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where z corresponds to the observation being removed. As in the case of u in (2.2), the vector u 
in (3.2) can be related to Kalman filtering schemes in certain signal processing applications. 

Recall that in downdating the Cholesky factor R of X=X by removing a row vector zT from 
X, one seeks the Cholesky factor D of X’=X’, where X= [$I. In this case 

D=D = X’=X’ = X=X - ZZT & R=R - ZZT = R=( I - bb=) R , 

with b = RWTz. The following general lemma provides an expression for the Cholesky factor B of 
I - bbT, along with an expression for B-‘. 

Lemma 6. Let b denote an n-vector and set 

P*=l, Pk=j/l-b:- *** -bz, k=l,..., n. 

Then the Cholesky factor B of I - bbT is given by B = ( bij) where 

(3.3) 

icj, 

i=j. 

Moreover, the inverse, B-‘, is given by B-’ = (bi,:“) with 

b;bj 

b!:” = 
p,p,> i<j, 

IJ 
,p,-l 

Pi , i=J* 

P-5) 

As was the case with Lemma 2, the proof of this lemma is easily obtained by direct 
verification. Also, the downdated Cholesky factor D for R is given by 

D=BR. (3.6) 

Pseudo-orthogonal transformations used in solving the Cholesky downdating problem can be 
related to corresponding orthogonal transformations. In particular, we give expressions for H, 
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pseudo-orthogonal with respect to S = diag( I,, -l), and a corresponding orthogonal matrix Q 
such that 

HIP,l=M 
and 

Q[;] = [p,]- 

(3.7) 

(3-g) 

Theorem 7. The matrices Q and H in (3.7) and (3.8) are uniquely determined by R and z. 
Moreouer 

and 

B-= 
H= 

- Bb/Y= 

- bT/Y l/Y 1 
Q=[b; -Bib/y], 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where B is given by (3.4) and the vector b is the solution to RTb = z, with y = \jl-m. 

The proof of Theorem 7 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 for updating. We next relate 
downdating R to D to downdating R-’ to D-‘. 

Theorem 8. Let R denote an n X n nonsingular upper triangular matrix and let z denote an n-vector. 
If H is pseudo-orthogonal with respect to S = diag( I,, - 1) and 

H[p,]=[$ 
where D is the upper triangular downdated Cholesky factor, then 

H[;;T] = [;;‘I, 
where v is given by 

v = -R-lb/y 

with b = RmTz and y = /m. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The proof here is analogous to the pro_of of Theorem 4 and is omitted. The vector v in (3.13) is 
also related to a Kalman “loss” vector K, given by 

j$ ( xTx)_‘z 
1 - z’( xTx)_‘z - 

(3.14) 

(However, we have not encountered the situation of Kalman filtering techniques with downdat- 
ing in the literature. There an exponential “forgetting factor” is generally used to remove the 
effect of deleting an observation [1,5,30].) 
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The vector u in (3.12) is related to E in (3.14) by 

K= -v/y. 

Moreover, if w solves the original least squares problem (1.2), then the solution to the downdated 
problem where the observation (equation) zTw = n is removed from (1.2) is given by 

w’=w- vzTw “. 

i i 
Y 

(3.15) 

We now describe some algorithms that can be used to downdate R-’ to D-r. The first 
algorithm involves the use of hyperbolic plane rotations and is based upon an application of 
Theorem 7. 

We consider hyperbolic plane rotation matrices of the form 

I : 

. . . c . . . -_s . . . 

H(i, j) = : (3.16) 
. . . -_s . . . C . . . 

I 

where the c and s entries are in the (i, i)th, (i, j)th, (j, i)th and (j, j)th positions and 

c2-s2= 1 

Here H(i, j) is pseudo-orthogonal with respect to the signature matrix S obtained from I by 
negating the j th diagonal element. 

In contrast to the case for orthogonal plane rotations, matrices of the form (3.16) cannot 
always be used to zero a selected non-zero component of a vector X. However, if 1 xi ( > 1 xj (, 

then letting 

h={m, c=xJh, s=x,/h, 

it follows that H( i, j) is pseudo-orthogonal and that the jth component of H( i, j)x is zero. 
Hyperbolic plane rotations can thus be constructed according to the following scheme, whenever 
]xi ( > (xii: set 

t = Xi/Xi) ,=1/K?, s=ct. 

The application of hyperbolic plane rotations to reduce [F] to [$I was evidently first 
discussed by Golub [22]. Error analyses have been provided for these methods. Alexander et al. 
[2,3] have shown that the use of hyperbolic plane rotations for Cholesky downdating is forward 
(weakly) stable, in the sense that acceptable results can always be expected when the downdating 
problem is not too ill-conditioned. Bojanczyk et al. [7] have established a mixed stability result 
for Golub’s modified algorithm. 

We consider (n + 1) x (n + 1) hyperbolic plane rotation matrices defined by 

I . . . . . . 

&=G(k, n+l)= .‘* ck ‘;* -sk (3.17) 
. . . . . . 

. . . 
-sk ‘** ck I 
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which are pseudo-orthogonal with respect to S = diag( I,,, - 1). Here the ck and sk are chosen so 
that the application of the Hk reduces [F] to [$I. As was the case for orthogonal plane rotations 
for the updating problem, the ck and sk can be given explicitly without having R available. 

Lemma 9. Let H=H,, .. . H, Hl be a product of hyperbolic plane rotation matrices of the form 

(3.17) chosen so that 

HM=[9 (3.18) 

whereb=RmTzand v=/m. Then 

The hyperbolic plane rotation algorithm for downdating the lower triangular matrix RPT to 
VT can now be given. 

Algorithm H-ID (Hyperbolic-Inverse Downdating). Given R-’ and z: 
Step 1. Form the matrix-vector product b = R-Ty. 

Step 2. For k = 1,. . . , n, determine hyperbolic plane rotation matrices Hk of the form (3.17) so 
that 

H, a.0 H,H, ; = ; 
[1 [I 

with y = /m and apply to [ tiT] forming 

H, ..* HZHl[;T]= [$‘I. 

As with Algorithm 0-IU, for orthogonal updating, the matrix-vector multiplication in Step 1 
is suited for parallel implementation and need not be completed before Step 2 begins. The 
hyperbolic rotation parameters ck and sk for Hk can be given explicitly as 

ck = bk-1/bk> sk = ak/fik ) 

where&=& Pk=l/l-b:- a*. -bz, k=l,..., n. 
It should be noted that for better stability properties, a modified algorithm for applying 

hyperbolic plane rotations (see Algorithm 2’ in [2]) should be used in Step 2. An indication of 
the possible superiority.of Algorithm 2’ in [2] over the standard implementation of hyperbolic 
rotations (Algorithm 2 in [2]) is given in [7]. 

Further, a perfectly parallel version of Step 2 can be given, and this will be discussed in 
Section 4. Algorithm H-ID can be implemented with $n” + O(n) multiplications and zn2 + O(n) 
additions, but many of these operations can be performed in parallel (see Section 4). 

As was the case for updating, the number of multiplications required for downdating R-’ can 
be reduced by a factor in’ if a generally less stable Cholesky-type algorithm is used. Here, the- 
scheme is based upon the implicit formation and Cholesky factorization of I - bbT, b = RwTz. 
The computation of B-’ in (3.5) is combined with the computation of DeT = B-TR-T. The 
Kalman “loss” vector in (3.14) also results as a by-product of these computations. Such an 
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algorithm can be derived in a manner similar to the derivation of a corresponding algorithm for 
downdating R to D given in [41]. 

4. Summary and parallel implications 

We have attempted to provide some new insights into the processes of updating and 
downdating least squares computations. One key feature of the approach is that highly serial 
triangular solves can be avoided entirely by working with the inverse Cholesky factor. This 
concept has-been used extensively insignal processing [5,33,35,39,40,50]. Another key feature is 
that the same sequence of orthogonal (hyperbolic) rotations used to update (downdate) the 
Cholesky factor R can also be used to update (downdate) its inverse, R-‘. 

We now summarize the least squares updating and downdating schemes and point out some 
parallel implications and directions for future work. As before, min, ]) s - Xw )I denotes the 
original least squares problem. We seek to update w to w’ by successively adding or deleting 
observations, JJ~W = u or zTw = 11, respectively. In windowed, recursive least squares computa- 
tions, observations are alternately added and then deleted for stability reasons [2,42]. A general 
summary of the combined methods is given next, beginning with the updating algorithm. 

Algorithm LS-IU 

2. Apply Step 2 of Algorithm 0-IU to compute 

Q[ ;’ :;=I= [; ;T], QTQ=I. 

where 8 = iv. 
Step 3. Set 

w:=w_ (e-yTw) u 
8 ’ 

R-’ := (J-l_ 

(4-l) 

(4.2) 
The downdating algorithm is given next. Again, the hyperbolic plane rotations should be 

applied according to the scheme in [22,34], as discussed in [2,7]. 

Algorithm LS-ID (Least Squares-Inverse Downdating). Given the current least squares estimator 
vector w, the current inverse Cholesky factor R-l and the observation zTw = 77 being deleted, 
the algorithm computes the downdated least squares estimator w’ and the downdated inverse 
Cholesky factor U-r. 
Step 1. Form the matrix-vector product b = R-Tz. 
Step 2. Apply Step 2 of Algorithm H-ID to compute 

(4.3) 

with S = diag( I,, - 1) and where 

Y = d1 - II b II 2 * 
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Step 3. Set 

125 

w:=w- 
q-ZTW 

i i 
u, R-l := D-‘. 

Y 

Each of these two algorithms requires up to $n’ + O(n) multiplications for implementation, 
which is just as computationally efficient as the standard serial least squares updating and 
downdating algorithms implemented in LINPACK [15]. However, our primary purpose here is to 
develop algorithms for efficient implementation on modern parallel or vector architectures. 
Significantly, these approaches are completely free of triangular solves. 

On conventional serial computers, the solution of triangular systems is often thought of as a 
generally trivial extra computation (relative to matrix factorization computations). However, on 
multiprocessor architectures, particularly distributed memory systems, the triangular solution 
phase of solving systems of linear equations or least squares problems can require a significant 
portion of the total computation, although some progress has been made recently in efficiently 
implementing triangular solves on hypercube type architectures [16,36]. In view of the difficulty 
in efficiently implementing triangular solves on modern multiprocessor systems, the fact that the 
least squares updating and downdating schemes discussed herein completely avoid such situa- 
tions is especially significant. Step 1 in these algorithms requires only a matrix-vector multiplica- 
tion, while in Step 3 the modified least squares estimators are also obtained without the use of 
triangular solves and is thus highly amenable to parallel implementation. 

In addition, Henkel et al. [32] have recently devised, in conjunction with a parallel implemen- 
tation of the least squares downdating routine CHDD in LINPACK [15], an efficient parallel 
scheme for computations quite similar to (4.1) and (4.3). These computations can be organized so 
that no communication between processors is necessary. Work is continuing in efficiently 
implementing Algorithms LS-IU and LS-ID on distributed memory systems. In particular, 
Henkel and Plemmons [31] have recently developed an efficient parallel implementation of 
Algorithm LS-IU on an iPSC/2 hypercube with 64 processors. This 64-mode system is measured 
to execute the algorithm over 48 times as fast as a single processor when the problem size for the 
system is fixed, and over 60 times as fast (scaled speedup) when the problem size per processor is 
fixed. 
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